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We are happy to announce the onl ine symposium
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as a part  of  Angewand te Festival  2021  (https: //angewand tefestival .at)
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Day 1: June 30th (Https://Wid.uni-Ak.ac.at/Day-1-June-30th/)

Day 2: July 1st (Https://Wid.uni-Ak.ac.at/Day-2-July-1st/)

Day 3: July 2nd (Https://Wid.uni-Ak.ac.at/Day-3-July-2nd/)
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PeterWeibelResearchInstituteforDigitalCultures

Wednesday,  June 30,  f rom 10:30am to 4 :30pm

Thursday,  July 01 ,  f rom 10:30am to 4 :30pm

Friday,  July 02,  f rom 10:30am to 2 :30pm

STREAMS HERE

Panels 1 - 3 | Day 1 -
June 30

(https://wid.uni-
ak.ac.at/day-1-june-

30th/)

Panels 4 - 6 | Day 2 -
July 1

(https://wid.uni-
ak.ac.at/day-2-july-

1st/)

Panel 7 | Day 3 - July
2

(https://wid.uni-
ak.ac.at/day-3-july-

2nd/)

Gaming, Playing, Learning. Interrelations
of Creativity and the Virtual Space 

The distraction and disruptures in attention induced by mass

media and further enhanced by social media has become an

omnipresent part of our everyday lives. Remote/Digital

technologies seem to shape people’s spatial behaviour more

than architectural elements themselves. Even our urban tissue

has become a metaverse1, driven by chronic hyper-efficiency,

simultaneity and equanimity. The occurrence of counteractive

behavioural measures such as “cocooning”2is the result of an

environment perceived as disturbing, unfriendly or even

dangerous. If we understand such practices as a direct

reaction to the increasing lack of playfulness in virtual spaces,

we need to ask: how can we pursue unpredictability and

indeterminacy into the digital realm? Our environments shall

desirably enhance free open space, anonymous urban gaps,

random undulating landscapes, which can convey a sense of

freedom through unexpected vastness. If we think about the

future city, the task arises to leave this newly created urban

virtuality blank, at least to some extent. Doesinger points out
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that digital interactivity is reducing creativity3 as it is

profoundly regulated, as evolved mainly through video-games

and their technical limitations. It seems that this absence of a

protocol is also what conceptually differentiates the action of

playing and gaming: playing implies invention and learning,

while gaming is about performing preconceived rules.

Playfulness is therefore understood as an lively itra-action4,

where the action and the actor are reciprocally construing

each other. 

This Symposium aims to discuss how media pushed our

cities into an expanded field5 and, on the other hand, how

urban space could be liberated through playful virtuality. This

means to negotiate the advance of data-driven automatic

controls into increasing(ly intimate) areas of (personal) life

and as well addressing the conflict between efficiency and

optimization versus personal and collective freedom of

decision. In BYOB,6 Rafaël Rozendaal showed how to bring the

internet to a real life physical space. During the event, a

community emerged spontaneously and joyfully, occupying

the urban space with self-determined media projections.

Underground City XXI7is an early investigation by the

viennese group nomad.theatre in virtual urban space:

different physical simulations of an urban situation were fed

into an emerging digital sculpture. According to Martijn de

Waal, digital media may enable a new definition of the urban

public sphere, reinvigorating the classical ideal of the city as

an open, democratic “community of strangers”8. Hito Steyerl

points out, that social media and cell-phone cameras have

created a zone of mutual mass-surveillance, which adds to

the ubiquitous urban networks of control9. Also, as Vilém

Flussers propose “Perhaps we are about to remember again

the forgotten celebrating. Perhaps we are about to find our

way back through the strange detour through telematics to

“authentic” being human, which is to say, to celebratory

existence for the other, to purposeless play with others and

for others.”10 Do we still have the possibility of a collective

virtual and material space, a shared experience, settled in

built and unbuilt space alike, both beneficially interwoven

into each other? 

1 Neal Stephenson, Snow Crash, (New York: Bantam Books, 2000)
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2 Faith Popcorn, The Popcorn Report: Faith Popcorn on the Future of Your Company, Your 

World, Your Life, (New York: Doubleday, 1991) 3 Doesinger, space between people, 

(München: Prestel Verlag, 2008) 16-19 
4 Karen Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway: Quantum Physics and the Entanglement of Matter 

and Meaning, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2007), 141 
5 Rosalinde Krauss, “sculpture in the expanded field”, October, Vol. 8 (Spring, 1979), 30-44 
6 Rafaël Rozendaal, BYOB, accessed January 8. 2021 http://www.byobworldwide.com/ 
7nomad.theatre, Underground City XXI, accessed April 15. 2021 http://nomad-theatre.eu/1191963.0/ 
8 Martijn de Waal, The City as Interface – How New Media Are Changing the City, 

(Rotterdam: Nai010 Publishers, 2014) 9 Hito Steyerl, The Spam of the Earth: 

Withdrawal from Representation, e-flux, Journal #32, February 2012, accessed April 

15.2021 https://www.e-flux.com/journal/32/68260/the-spam-of-the-earth-withdrawal-

from-representation/ 
10 Vilém Flusser, Ins Universum der technischen Bilder, 3d ed. (Göttingen: European Photography, 

1990), 132 
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